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NEW QUESTION: 1
You develop a database for a travel application. You need to
design tables and other database objects. You need to store

media files in several tables. Each media file is less than 1
MB in size. The media files will require fast access and will
be retrieved frequently. What should you do?
A. Use an appropriate collation.
B. Use the DATE data type.
C. Use a user-defined table type.
D. Use the DATETIME2 data type.
E. Use the FORMAT function.
F. Use the CAST function.
G. Use the DATETIME data type.
H. Use the TODATETIMEOFFSET function.
I. Use the VARBINARY data type.
J. Use the DATETIMEOFFSET data type.
Answer: I
Explanation:
--Burgos - YES
Reference:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188362.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
View the exhibit, which contains the output of a BGP debug
command, and then answer the question below.
Which of the following statements about the exhibit are true?
(Choose two.)
A. The local BGP peer has received a total of three BGP
prefixes.
B. For the peer 10.125.0.60, the BGP state of is Established.
C. Since the BGP counters were last reset, the BGP peer
10.200.3.1 has never been down.
D. The local BGP peer has not established a TCP session to the
BGP peer 10.200.3.1.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are troubleshooting an application.
Users report that the UI is slow to respond.
You need to improve UI responsiveness by moving application
tasks to web workers.
Which two tasks can you move to achieve this goal? (Each
correct answer presents a complete solution.
Choose two.)
A. A function that performs graphic-intensive animation
B. A function that loops through the Document Object Model to
update the style of page elements
C. A long-running calculation that requires looping through an
array
D. A function that stores large amounts of data to local
storage

Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Note:
* Despite the improvements in JavaScript engines, it is not
uncommon for users to encounter frozen user interfaces as the
browser works through resource intensive tasks. This leads to a
horrible user experience.
The purpose of Web Workers is to give developers a way of
instructing the browser to process large tasks in the
background; therefore preventing the UI from freezing up.
* The Web Workers specification defines an API for spawning
background scripts in your web application.
Web Workers allow you to do things like fire up long-running
scripts to handle computationally intensive tasks, but without
blocking the UI or other scripts to handle user interactions
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